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Abstract: Laser-induced nuclear reactions in ultra-dense hydrogen H(0) (review in Physica Scripta
2019) create mesons (kaons and pions). These mesons decay mainly to muons. The muons created
are useful (patented source) for the muon-induced fusion process. The sign of the muons from the
source depends on the initial baryons used. With D(0) (ultra-dense deuterium) the source produces
mainly positive muons and with p(0) (ultra-dense protium) the source produces mainly negative
muons. Negative muons are required for muon-induced fusion. This charge asymmetry was reported
earlier, and has now been confirmed by experiments with a coil current transformer as the beam
detector. The current coil detector would give no signal from the muons if charge symmetry existed.
The charge asymmetry could indicate unknown processes, for example, caused by the different
annihilation processes in D(0) and p(0). The conclusions of a new analysis of the results are presented
here. Using D(0) in the muon source, the asymmetry is likely due to the capture of µ- in D atoms
and D2 molecules. This leads to emission of excess µ+ from D(0). With p(0) in the muon source, the
capture rate of µ- is lower than in D(0). The emitted number of µ+ will be decreased by the reaction
between µ+ and the surrounding abundant electrons, forming neutral muonium particles. This effect
decreases the amount of emitted µ+ for both p(0) and D(0), and it is proposed to be the main reason
for a larger fraction of emitted µ- in the case of p(0). Thus, there is no dominant emission of negative
muons which would violate charge conservation.
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1. Introduction

The physics of the quantum material ultra-dense hydrogen H(0) was described in a
review paper in Physica Scripta in 2019 [1], and the science and technology of its production
were reviewed in 2021 [2]. H(0) has an experimental inter-atomic distance of 2.3 ± 0.1 pm
in spin level s = 2, [1] and 0.56 pm in spin level s = 1. This means that H(0) is the densest
form of material that exists in the universe. Of course, black holes and neutron stars may be
denser, but they are hardly considered to be materials. As described previously [1], three
different methods have been used to verify the short inter-atomic distances. It is expected [3]
that H(0) is superfluid and superconductive. These properties are observed even at room
temperature [4–6]. Well defined transition temperatures exist to a non-superfluid state at a
few hundred K above room temperature [6]. Such transition temperatures must exist for a
superfluid and they support the identification of H(0) as a superfluid.

H(0) has been studied using laser-induced Coulomb explosion (CE). This was the first
method used to verify the pm inter-nuclear distances. This method has been coupled to
time-of-flight (TOF) and time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOF-MS) [1] detection of CE
fragments. The second method for verification of the pm distances in H(0) is rotational
emission spectroscopy [1] which determines the inter-atomic distances as a function of the
spin quantum number s with a precision in the femtometer range.

The third method used for verifying the pm distances in H(0) is based on the obser-
vations of nuclear processes in H(0), both spontaneous and laser induced. Such nuclear
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processes are possible only at pm distances. The laser-induced nuclear processes eject
particles in the MeV range, from relatively weak laser pulses of <0.4 J [1,7,8]. As early as
in 2015, heat generation above break-even in D(0) was reported using a pulsed laser [9].
This was the first report on sustained nuclear fusion above break-even and, indeed, the first
working fusion process that was reported with deuterium as fuel. Later, it was concluded
that muon-induced fusion was the fusion process causing these results [9]. Fast mesons
and muons from the nuclear processes have been observed at distances up to 2 m in a
vacuum [7,8,10,11]. Thus, the meson and muon velocities correspond to 10–500 MeV u−1

per mass unit. Magnetic deflection studies have been used to confirm that many of the
initially formed particles are neutral [12]. Thus, they are not trivial protons or electrons.
The generation of muons from the laser interaction with H(0) has been confirmed by direct
measurements of the accurate decay time for the muons [13]. Other studies [14,15] have
confirmed that charged and long-lived neutral kaons as well as charged pions from the
laser-induced processes in H(0) decay with their well known decay lifetimes [16–18].

Large fluxes of muons are generated by the patented muon generator [19] with appli-
cation in muon-induced or muon-catalyzed fusion reactors [20]. Since only negative muons
can be used for muon-induced fusion [21], the conditions for generating muons with differ-
ent signs are of great practical importance for the presently ongoing development of this
method. Muon-induced fusion is the only sustainable nuclear fusion method since it can
use deuterium as a fuel [2,22]. Thus, muon-induced fusion does not require risky handling
of radioactive tritium. All other fusion methods under development use D + T fusion [22].
The recent development of the annihilation energy generation method [15] means that
tritium will no longer be needed for any type of power generation, since annihilation can
use ordinary hydrogen as fuel. The central point in this report is to show that the published
muon charge asymmetry can be understood without challenging the standard model of
particle physics. This means that the development of muon generators for many different
applications can continue.

The generation of muons is important for fundamental studies of muons and studies
using muon beams [23,24] as well as for various applications of muons besides the muon-
induced fusion method. Of particular interest is the development of muon ionization
cooling experiments (MICE) intended for muon beam studies [25,26] and of muons for
sensitive muon spin spectroscopy (µSR) [27]. The µSR method should be significantly
simplified by the use of the patented muon source, with D(0) as target since this produces
mainly positive muons. The advantages are apparent, which include using a table-top
muon generator which can be run by one person and easily transported instead of a large
stationary particle accelerator that needs a large group of specialists for its use in muon
production. The cost of the equipment and the cost of running it is two orders of magnitude
smaller for the muon generator with an equipment cost of around 30,000 euros. The
radiation safety of this novel muon generator has been studied during more than one
hundred running hours with no increased gamma radiation. Due to its low complexity it is
highly reliable.

The energy cost of producing muons with the muon source used here is 0.4 J in the
laser pulse which produces >1013 muons [20]. This means <4 × 10−14 J per muon. A muon
has a mass of 106 MeV or 1.7 × 10−11 J. Thus, the energy required to form a muon in the
patented muon source is in the order of 0.2% of its mass-energy. When a particle accelerator
is used to create muons, the minimum energy required for any accelerator construction is
the muon mass energy. Thus, the patented source is at least a factor of 500 better in energy
consumption than any accelerator can ever be. The total power for running the laser and
apparatus of the muon source is 1 kW including pumps and heaters. It is conceivable that a
particle accelerator requires at least 100 kW for running. Thus, the patented muon source is
a factor of 100–500 better than what a particle accelerator can ever be. With 1013 muons with
energy around 100 MeV per laser pulse, the total particle energy is 2 × 1015 eV per pulse
or 2 × 1016 eV per second with a typical repetition rate of 10 Hz. This is a high-intensity
muon source.
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2. Background
2.1. Theory of Ultra-Dense Hydrogen H(0)

Ultra-dense hydrogen H(0) is a quantum material. The fundamental physics of it was
recently reviewed [1]; thus, only the most important properties for the present study are
summarized here. As always, H indicates all the hydrogen isotopes. Thus, D(0) is ultra-
dense deuterium, while p(0) is ultra-dense protium normally made from natural hydrogen
with a small and unimportant impurity of D. The ultra-dense states are characterized by
their spin quantum number s = 1, 2, 3 . . . .. [1]. The state s = 2 which is formed most easily
in the laboratory at low temperature and pressure, has an H-H distance of 2.3 pm. The
state s = 1 is formed from s = 2 both spontaneously at a low rate [28] and by laser pulse
induction [29]. In this level s = 1 at an H-H distance of only 0.56 pm [1], it is likely that
nuclear reaction takes place rapidly. At similar inter-nuclear distances in muon-catalyzed
fusion, the rate constant for fusion D + D is 109 s−1 [21]. This means that the laser field is
only required for transferring H(0) from s = 2 to s = 1 at 0.56 pm distance to initiate the
nuclear processes, not in any way to drive the nuclear reactions.

2.2. Muon-Induced Fusion

The main reason why muon production is important is the muon-induced fusion
process. This fusion process was discovered in 1957 [30,31] and it has been studied by large
groups for decades with excellent results [21,32,33]. This method is the only sustainable
nuclear fusion method [22] since it employs deuterium as fuel. Tritium is intended to
be used by all other fusion methods under development in D + T fusion. Unfortunately,
technical development of muon-induced fusion was not done simultaneously with the
scientific studies. Instead of developing muon generators, much effort was directed towards
finding the maximum length of the muon catalytic chain. This maximum length is how
many D + D fusion events that can be induced by one muon before it decays. With the new
method of muon production [19] this question is completely irrelevant.

Therefore, the present state-of-the-art in muon-induced fusion is the patented muon
generator [19]. There has also recently been serious design work in this field [34].

3. Experimental

The experiments with detection of the sign of the muons from H(0) have been con-
ducted in two main setups, one horizontal setup as used for example in [35] and one
vertical setup in as used in [7,11]. The second setup was used for the present experiments.
The pressure in the vacuum chamber shown in Figure 1 was 0.2-2 mbar from the admitted
hydrogen (H2, D2) gas. The vacuum pump was an oil-sealed mechanical fore-vacuum
pump. The laser was a 5 ns pulsed Nd:YAG laser with pulse energy below 0.5 J. In the H(0)
generator, hydrogen gas was catalytically [2] transformed to ultra-dense hydrogen H(0)
and fed to the upper surface where the laser induced baryon annihilation reactions. These
reactions create kaons and pions, which decay to pions, muons, and other particles such as
neutrinos [16–18]. A small fraction of the created particles move with high kinetic energy
along the vacuum chamber through the current coil as shown in Figure 1. The particle
current induces a voltage in the coil which was measured by a fast digital oscilloscope
(Tektronix TDS3032 with risetime 1.75 ns). A typical result is shown in Figure 2. This signal
clearly shows a chain reaction A→ M→ N, where A is the annihilating baryon pair in
H(0), M is a meson, and N is the muon or pion detected by the current coil.
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Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the apparatus. Current coil [30,32] with 19 turns of wire on a ferrite 
toroid, at 58 cm from the laser target. The connection to the oscilloscope is differential to cancel all 
signals from the annihilation plasma [35,36]. 

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the apparatus. Current coil [30,32] with 19 turns of wire on a ferrite
toroid, at 58 cm from the laser target. The connection to the oscilloscope is differential to cancel all
signals from the annihilation plasma [35,36].
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Figure 2. Linear and logarithmic plots of the differential signal from a current coil with a mainly 
positive particle signal passing through its center. Laser pulses 0.4 J, 10 Hz pulse repetition, 1064 
nm laser light. D(0) in the source in Figure 1, 0.2 mbar D2. The red curves are calculated from 
Equation (3). The calculated delays of the meson curves after the laser pulse are given. The good 
exponentials are notable. 

The time dependence of the signal is derived from the rate equations for the inter-
mediate meson M 1 2A M Nk k⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯→  (with k1 and k2 being the rate constants in the 
chain reactions) as: 
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Figure 2. Linear and logarithmic plots of the differential signal from a current coil with a mainly
positive particle signal passing through its center. Laser pulses 0.4 J, 10 Hz pulse repetition, 1064 nm
laser light. D(0) in the source in Figure 1, 0.2 mbar D2. The red curves are calculated from Equation
(3). The calculated delays of the meson curves after the laser pulse are given. The good exponentials
are notable.
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The time dependence of the signal is derived from the rate equations for the interme-

diate meson M A
k1→ M

k2→ N (with k1 and k2 being the rate constants in the chain reactions)
as:

− dnA

dt
= k1nA (1)

dnM

dt
= k1nA − k2nM (2)

as
nM =

k1

k2 − k1
nA0(e−k1t − e−k2t) (3)

Here nA0 is the number density of the precursor A at time t = 0 thus during the laser
pulse. Equation (3) is the solution of Equation (2). The initial number density nM0 of mesons
M is set to zero. The curve shape in Equation (3) is used to match the results in Figure 2,
as in previous publications [7,8,11,12,14]. The timing results are given as time constants
τ = 1/k with suitable indices.

The first peak in Figure 2 follows the laser peak shape (which has a rise time of 2 ns),
and thus, has a time constant < 2 ns. It is proposed to be due to pions from the decay
of short-lived neutral kaons K0

S. The 39 ns time constant signal is due to muons from
time-dilated charged pion decay [20,30], with kinetic energy of the pions close to 70 MeV.
These pions have mainly been formed in the baryon annihilation [15,37]. The current
signals in the first and second distributions in Figure 2 are similar in integrated charge.
The origin of the second distribution is mainly (muons from) fast pions directly from the
annihilation, while the first distribution is due to (pions from) kaons from the annihilation.
As described below, the annihilation creates 2 kaons and 2 fast pions. Thus, the signal
intensities should be similar. However, the response of the coil is complex since the velocity
of the charged particles will influence the voltage produced in the coil. With p(0) in the
source, a negative coil signal is obtained. As described in [35], “In similar coil experiments
at higher hydrogen pressure with p(0), the signal is normally negative and concluded to be
due to negative muons”.

4. The Nuclear Reaction Process

The reason why the nuclear annihilation processes giving the mesons and muons can
take place is, of course, the very short distance between the nucleons, at 0.56 pm in spin
state s = 1 for H(0) [1]. From this distance, it is likely that a nuclear reaction takes place
rapidly. Most muons formed by meson decay have kinetic energies of >100 MeV [10–12].
The meson generating process was identified in [15] as baryon annihilation [38]. The details
of this process are partly published [15,37] and more will be published elsewhere.

The nuclear process is a baryon annihilation [15,37]. The energetics for this is typically:

p + p→ 2K±(96MeV) + 2π±(69MeV) + 2π±(0MeV)
2× 938− 2× (493.7 + 96)− 2× (139.6 + 69)− 2× (139.6) =
1876− 1876 = 0MeV

The kinetic energies of the mesons (in parantheses) are shown in Refs. [15,37], mea-
sured from their time-dilated decay.

4.1. Kaon and Pion Decay

The decays of kaons and pions are well known [16–18]. They often produce muons by
processes similar to pair production, or produce muons with the same sign as the decaying
charged kaon or pion. Charge is expected to be conserved so equal numbers of positive and
negative muons are expected to be formed. In some decays for both neutral and charged
kaons, neutral pions are formed instead of charged pions. The neutral pions do not decay
to muons but, instead, each neutral pion decays to two high-energy gamma photons. Thus,
these processes decrease the number of muons formed.
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4.2. Formation and Detection of Muonium

Most mesons decay inside the muon generator, and therefore, the muons are formed
there. They have initial kinetic energies of 100–500 MeV since they are from decay of fast
kaons and pions [16–18]. Thus, they are close to their ionization minimum [39], but they
can be slowed down rapidly enough, and therefore, the decay times observed can be close
to the values at rest [13]. The hydrogen gas pressure in the muon generator is of the order
of mbars and the muons will lose energy both by gas collisions and by collisions in the
closely located metal parts in the apparatus. When the muons have reached a low kinetic
energy, the possibility of recombination of positive muons with the abundant electrons in
the cooled plasma region increases. This produces muonium µ + e−. Such neutral particles
are not detectable by wire coils on ferrite toroids, which are used for detecting beams and
pulses of charged particles [36] and which have been used in our experiments (Figure 2).
It is also likely that muonium particles can pass undetected through the type of Al foil
collector used in our previous experiments [10–12], since they are neutral. This muonium
formation process decreases the number of bare positive muons, and thus it will result in a
larger fraction of negative muons in the beam.

It is also possible that negative muonium ions [40] could form in the source. However,
the probability of such ions should be low since there is no Coulomb force to form these
ions. With slow muons and thermal electrons there is a low probability of muonium ion
formation. This effect may produce a slightly larger negative signal in the beam but no
clearly observable effect.

5. Discussion of Charge Asymmetry

The charge asymmetry observed in the results from the muon source are based on
the different results obtained with p(0) and D(0) at relatively low ejected particle energies
(<1 GeV). A comparison with experiments from other groups working at TeV energies [23]
is difficult to make. The anti-proton annihilation experiments at low energy [38] do not
seem to have checked the charge symmetry of the muons, and there might exist further
factors at low energy such as formation of muonium and true muonium. Thus, it was
considered necessary to analyze our results carefully. The mesons are created in the
annihilation reactions of neutrons with antineutrons or of protons with antiprotons [15,37].
The experiments showing charge asymmetry are published in [13], where it was shown
that D(0) as the laser-target material produced mainly positive muons with the correct [18]
decay-time 2.23± 0.05 µs, while p(0) as target gave shorter lifetimes with a non-exponential
decay, probably due to muon capture processes [41] of the negative muons formed in the
experiments [13]. It was estimated that p(0) gave 90% negative muons. One important
possible mechanism for a charge imbalance could be that the process in D(0) is neutron-
antineutron annihilation, while that in p(0) is proton-antiproton annihilation [42]. Since all
implications of the annihilation processes are not known, it is important to take care to not
miss important information.

These previous asymmetry results have now been confirmed using toroid coils on
ferrite cores [35,36] (current transformers) to measure the sign of the particle beam flux in
experiments with laser-induced meson pulses. One coil experiment with D(0) is shown in
Figure 2, with a positive signal due to pions from decay of short-lived neutral kaons (first
peak) and muons from decay of charged pions (second peak and its exponential decay).
The muons from the charged pions have the same charge sign as the pions from kaon decay
(as described above). Thus, the charge generation is observed for two different formation
paths in Figure 2, and the charge asymmetry is still observed. Thus, the charge asymmetry
detected in the coil signal must be due to secondary effects, as argued here. If no charge
asymmetry existed, the pion and muon distributions in Figure 2 would be invisible or
at least weak and distorted. A fundamental process which would give a similar charge
asymmetry both for the neutral kaon and the charged pion decays is highly unlikely. The
neutral kaon decay produces π+ + π− and the charged pions giving the second contribution
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in Figure 2 are created by the baryon annihilation as π+ + π−. None of these pair formation
processes can create charge, as far as it is known, but this possibility has to be investigated.

From the discussion here, it is concluded that the difference in dominant charge of the
muons from D(0) and p(0) is due to the secondary processes in the muon generator. Since
negative muons and pions can be captured both in deuterium atoms [41] and deuterium
molecules (muon or pion induced fusion), D(0) in the source will result in weaker emission
of µ−. Thus, mainly positive muons µ+ will be emitted. Using p(0) in the source will result
in much less capture of negative muons µ−, and the likely formation of muonium µ +
e− will, instead, decrease the number of positive muons µ+ emitted, such that the main
emitted flux of muons is negative in this case.

6. Conclusions

The observed charge asymmetry in the muon emission from the baryon annihilation
reactions in the patented muon source is not caused by unknown nuclear processes or by the
different annihilation processes, but is due to secondary effects, mainly muon capture and
muonium formation. These conclusions will enable further efficient development of intense
muon sources with a large fraction of negative muons. Such sources are intended for the
only known sustainable fusion process, namely muon-induced (muon-catalyzed) fusion.
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